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 There are a large number of workouts made to improve versatility, joint stability, and balance—
Getting rid of all excuses for no longer working out, this book breaks down fitness essentials
into a quick, easy-to-adhere to routine that takes just 30 minutes and needs no special
devices.presents a streamlined edition of his remarkable Core fitness routine.one of America's
most innovative and respected performance coaches—In Primary Performance Essentials, Tag
Verstegen—and to create a lean, agile, powerful physique that's resistant to injury and the
ravages of age.An ideal beginning workout for individuals who haven't exercised in years, Core
Performance Essentials can be perfect for bodybuilders looking for flexibility, athletes seeking
to improve overall performance and decrease the chance of injury, back pain sufferers looking
for relief, and, most of all, busy women and men who have to fit their workout right into a
crowded schedule.
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I am a 51 year old male with merely average, not really outstanding athletic skills. All while
decreasing levels of discomfort I felt from prior inactivity and injury.Lastly, the nutrition section
is sound. It helped my back again pain significantly. Extended, conventional weight training
can be of limited benefit when it comes to improving general health and athletic functionality.
Something as simple mainly because climbing stairs, using the correct type demonstrated in
this book, will be an attention opener for you. I can not possess dried fruit so instead of
cranberries in a salad I will finely chop red peppers to include the "sweetness" to the salad.
Exercise plans unreadable in Kindle. As another reviewer mentioned, get this book only when
you haven't read anything else by Verstegen, or if you found the material in his various other
books overwhelming and wanted simply the basics - a quick-start information of
sorts.However, note that in the Kindle edition, the workout plans have already been scanned
in so low quality that they are practically unreadable, which is not the case in virtually any of
his other Kindle books. There is, however, a table in chapter 10 detailing the set/rep scheme
for the motion prep, prehab, and strength elements. A Positive Experience with the CP Books
and SITE I would recommend the Core Performance training program, their books and their
website for enhancing your wellbeing and also athletic performance. As for cardio, you may
want to guesstimate the quantity of period spent operating/resting and the number of
intervals, though. Also, the pictures are small."Primary Efficiency" is for the competitive athlete
that really wants to undertake a comprehensive, rigorous training system to boost
performanceThe Core Performance internet site contains all the above training applications
and more, allowing you to cycle though different training applications as time passes. While I
was initially defer at the annual cost of $80 each year. We all know that we are likely to
modification routines every few weeks, but very few folks do.An easy task to follow plan with
positive results Awesome book. I've done basic jogging/aerobic workout for 30 years every
other time. I don't engage in any competitive sports at present. I exercise to keep overall
health, vitality and weight. This book was recommended by my orthopedic surgeon to help in
my recovery . Five Stars Excellent program.com, where I have been through two cycles of 1 of
the numerous online workout programs, called "Live Better, Live Longer". I would recommend
purchasing the print version of this book.Almost all us are terrible at establishing and going
right through training cycles with health and performance goals at heart. Its not really a radical
departure from current believed in nutrition, but it does give the reader a concentrated,
practical take on how to strategy meals and snacks when it comes to athletic performance
and weight control. The program particularly emphasizes the stabilization and power of your
main joints - shoulders, hips and knees, and I could tell it. I am no professional, but as a
longtime 4:00 marathoner, I enjoyed it and intend to make the recommended changes in
lifestyle.Verstegen and staff, having trained and rehabilitated many collegiate and
professional sportsmen for years, also discovered that conventional aerobics and weight
training exercise did little to safeguard athletes from injury.As I read Core Performance
Essentials, I found that We agreed with the central premises of Tag Verstegen and his
personnel. Aerobic exercise by itself, and for extended workout periods greater than thirty
minutes, provides limited benefits for most individuals and athletes (if you don't certainly are a
competitive runner). In the event that you work on the exercises and concentrate on the form
you will recognize how out of stability you've been. In general, each program is a blend of
basic flooring/stabilization exercises, circuit weight training, aerobic work and stretching
made to improve overall conditioning. As such, the Core Performance workout philosophy
encompasses a selection of exercises design to prevent injury and strengthen your major



joints, back and muscle groups, and also improve athletic performance.Personally i think
much better on this program. I signed up after completing "Core Functionality Essentials" and
consider it to be a good investment. Change and variation is made into all cycles of Core
Performance exercise - in the books and on the web site. My internet site generated workouts
switch a little bit every session, that i like.Also of note on their web site, is the fact that all of
the exercise sessions are demonstrated in short videos from different angles. I go to the site
about monthly to examine my routines and brush through to proper form. Although it would
be great to have a fitness expert help on form, this is an excellent alternative. Recommend for
anyone with lower back discomfort whose been cleared by their Doctor to exercise. I've better
overall body strength.If I wasn't doing the program, I think I'd even now incorporate the
framework of the Core Overall performance system in some way. Perhaps merging Pilates,
Yoga exercises or similar floor/movement exercises with a focused, short aerobics program,
for example.If you are looking for a protracted program or way to improve your overall health
or to athletic performance, I would recommend starting with one of the "Core Performance"
books and trying out the exercises for 8 to 10 weeks. If you still like it, consider building and
progressing your routines with a subscription to their internet site. Verstegen, there is
absolutely no race, it's about complicated yourself and staying committed. Nearly the same as
original book I love the book and the content, although it is very like the first book "Core
Performance" which I also very own. I would suggest this reserve if you want me want to
improve but do not have the time to be always a professional athlete. Verstegen tries to instill
with making gradual change though exercise,focusing on health, wellness, and over standard
of living is obvious in the core efficiency system. I will update this review as I improvement
through each level, but so far my body is becoming stable, strong, flexible, and
overwhelmingly more mobile. Builds core muscle group no matter current fitness level. I'd
strongly recommend this product, stick with it, give yourself time to grow with it, as
emphasized by Mr. There is nothing better out there For the common user, especially anyone
who has been physically inactive or out of shape, this is the perfect solution. As a personal
trainer, I am often looking for the most recent analysis and theory's on what is the best
exercises and nutritional tips. I have not read any of the authors other books so this
information may be found elsewhere. Nevertheless, this book presents info concisely, and is
an easy examine. As a runner, I came across it helpful that the reserve speaks of diversification
and how exactly to best fuel a good work out. I also simply benefit from the workout sessions
better than extended periods of aerobics and standard resistance training alone. Life changing
In early 2012 - whilst skiing in Japan - an instructor said "Improve your core strength and you
will revolutionize your skiing".We only ordered Mark's publication as it was well rated about
Amazon and I had nothing you've seen prior done any pilates, yoga or core exercises.The
regime is such a gentle start that you doubt there is any benefit. As you move from level 1 to 2
2 you truly feel it and today nearing the end of level 3 Personally i think transformed.Bring
about level 4! I gave my copy of Primary Performance to a friend and never first got it back
and wish I still had the list of stretches. Easy to follow. Extremely effective. I've so far lost near
60 lbs and am only by the end of level 2, stage D (of 4). Great information. Core Efficiency for
Weekend Warriors I bought the original Core Efficiency and found it very informative.. I haven't
experienced time to measure the effectiveness of the workouts in the book, but the figures for
the Kindle version are scanned photos from the print version. Core Efficiency Essentials is
even more for me. It really is Core Efficiency for Dummies, simpler workout routines that still
improve your efficiency as a weekend warrior. The one thing I see lacking is the regeneration



stretches.Great photos. I now do yoga exercise instead, FITtv's Namaste Yoga exercises works
great. The strategy Mr.We followed the "Core Efficiency Essentials" book for 9 months, slowly
cycling through the degrees of workout in this reserve. Great Resource A complete exercise
and diet plan in an easy to understand format.. This book was recommended by my
orthopedic surgeon to greatly help in my recovery from knee surgery. The directions and
pictures have become clear and an easy task to follow for the stretches he suggested. I hope
in order to do even more chapters after recovery.. Five Stars Excellent resource book for body
sculpting and staying in shape Not for Me This book I'm sure is great for someone of a much
younger age than I. Much too difficult for my generation. But with that said overall I believe the
reserve and prescribed program so far as I have went into are excellent. Then i progressed to
an online membership at coreperformance. I would recommend buying the print version of
this book This review is for the Kindle version. Disclaimer: I've a Kindle Fire. But, I also found
the exercises to be extremely daunting with the time and equipment I have at home.
Therefore, the written text in the numbers have become small and occasionally illegible,
which is not functional if you need to know how many reps to do or how long to hold a
position for. Here's my experience with the publication and their internet site:"Core Efficiency
Essentials" is about building an exercise foundation for the common person/weekend athlete
to improve well-being and health. I am on a rational, time sensitive strategy of 3 sessions
weekly, for 45 to 60 minutes a session. If you need help with eating better than the typical
American standard diet plan that consists of . I was in the mode of lifting to get bigger instead
of better.. If you want help with eating much better than the normal American standard diet
that consists of prepackaged and fast foods, this book may be good. However, if you eat
generally a wholefood diet (just how God created us to consume) and you have already been
exercising for years, this book just will not add anything compared to that and possibly does
add foods I would never consider healthy in my diet. I'd give this to someone who has a solid
need to get figure out how to eat and workout, but if you have been looking after your health
for several years and searched for true health, this book would only waste materials your time
and effort. I tried to get something useful in this publication for me personally, but sadly I
found the information too basic. Try the sugarfreemom blog for good healthy recipes! I go
there at all times and convert my preferences to her substances. I could climb stairs all day
long now and never experience anything in my own thighs or knees.. Consider of the tastes
you prefer and alternative. Blessings and happy wellness to all!
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